THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SUN – with chords
(Janis Ian/Albert Hammond)

C            Dm7
Leaving on a boat for beyond the other side of the ocean
G7        C
Bet you in the morning you won’t even know I’m gone
C       Dm7
Tired of living here in the middle of a mixed e---motion
G7      C…  C7
Might as well be living on the other side of the sun

F
Leaving with the feeling I don’t know how I’m dealing
   Em7         A7
with loving you, though once I knew
   Dm7      G7
the special way, and what to do
   C        C7   Dm7   C7/E
to make you stay for---ever and e------ver
F
Even as I’m leaving, I’ll never stop believing
   Em7         A7
you are the one who can make me laugh
   Dm7
and can bring me back
   G7sus4        C …    G
from be---yond the other side of the sun

Rolling down the river
I hope I can deliver the morning
Wishing on a star
for the sun to come out and play
Funny, when it’s over
you really don’t remember the warnings
Might as well be living
out beyond the Milky Way

CHORUS
   G7sus4            C
Be---yond the other side of the sun
   G7sus4        Ab --- Bb --- C
Be---yond the other side of the sun